
Welcome to Udio’s training guide

for supervisors.

In this manual, we’ll walk you through the dashboard, followed by supervisor tasks
such as how to view session details, how to maintain contact with parents/caregivers
and how to deal with customer queries for a range of events.

The guide provides step-by-step instructions as well as visual aids so you can learn at
your own pace and refer back to any section as and when you need to.

If you have any questions about the guide or would like to learn more about a certain
feature or function, please send us an email at hello@udiosystems.com.

To browse our other manuals, please visit our training page.

Copyright
This manual remains the copyright of Udio, U8/22 Railway Road, Subiaco, WA 6008. It is not to be copied or reproduced without the
written permission of the authors. The copyright will be protected according to International Laws of Copyright when breached.
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1. Tour of Udio

Welcome to Udio, your new booking, payment and class management platform.

With Udio’s user-friendly system, you can actively manage bookings, payments,

reports and more.

Let’s start by taking a quick look at the application home screen. Here’s a visual

snapshot indicating where each button and icon leads:

A. Feedback - let us know how you’re finding Udio

B. User settings - edit your user profile, including timezone, language and facility

preference

C. Logout of Udio

D. Widgets - select the widgets you want to add to your dashboard

E. Dashboard - provides a snapshot of the upcoming day’s events and relevant

activity; you can also search for people using the search bar
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F. People - search, edit and manage account details of your customers and staff,

including names, addresses, health information and any notes; see at a glance what

bookings your customer has coming up, as well as their past attendance

G. Sessions - shows active and upcoming sessions, viewable in list, sheet or calendar

format; this is also where you’ll add bookings and view the occupancy of each

session (including how many students are permanently booked in, number of

available spots and how many temporary vacancies are available for make ups)

H. Waiting list - shows a list of students you’ve added to the waiting list; if their

requested time becomes available, you can invite them to join the class

I. POS (point of sale) - if you sell products, you can use the POS section to view stock

levels and facilitate payments for items sold

J. Issues - identifies any email bounces

K. Reports - a snapshot of the facility/location, its activity and financial information,

with easy access to all reports, such as booking statistics and outstanding invoices

L. Settings - configure a range of settings including billing, courses and cancellation

rules; note: the customer portal link is also located in this section

M. Help Centre - useful articles and step-by-step guides to help you navigate the

system

2. Login

- To access Udio, click the link provided via email (please contact

hello@udiosystems.com if you need the link resending)

- To set or reset your password, click the prompt on the login page
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- To access the training version (where you can experiment without impacting your

actual data) use the sandbox URL provided via email

2.1 First time user

- Once you’ve reset your password and logged on, update your timezone, language

and preferred facility in user settings (B in the above visual)

2.2 Changing your password

- Go to user settings in Udio

- Click ‘change password’ in the top right-hand corner

- Type in your current password, followed by your new one

- Re-enter the new password and click ‘confirm’

- A green box will appear indicating that your password has been changed

3. The dashboard

The dashboard gives you an overview of a variety of functions. You can customise what

you see on your dashboard by clicking on the ‘widgets’ button in the top right-hand
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corner. You can move widgets from ‘available’ to ‘show on dashboard’ as well as move

the widgets within the dashboard. Here’s what each one shows:

3.1 People search

- You can search for a person from the search bar; type in full or partial name, email

address or phone number - click ‘search’ or hit ‘enter’

3.2 Recent people

- This is a hot button that you can click on to navigate to a person’s people page and

is activated when someone is checked in or people search conducted

3.3 Check-in

- The check-in widget lets you check customers in as they arrive

- You will also see the resource information, as well as the teacher's name

- If the customer owes money, a ($) symbol is displayed

- To check someone in, click on the drop-down box, select the student's name and

click ‘check-in’

- Once checked in, their name will appear in the ‘recent people’ widget for easy

navigation
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3.4 Customer contact

- Highlights customers that have not been contacted (or spoken to in x number of

days)

- Helps shift supervisors identify who they need to speak to while on shift

- Customer contact can be initiated from the ‘sessions’ or ‘people’ sections

- Click on the ‘customer contact’ button to reset the counter

3.5 New, leaving and returning customers

- Widget description - first & returning bookings

- New - booked in for their first lesson or new to the level

- Leaving - have no further sessions booked in

- Returning - customers who have booked in after a period of absence

- Along with the student’s name, this section will also display the session and course

details they are booked into
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3.6 Upcoming sessions

- Displays the next five sessions assigned to the logged-in user

- Automatically shows current sessions above upcoming

3.7 Today’s achievements

- Displays any achievements accomplished by a student on that day, with the most

recent achievement showing first

3.8 Today’s course completions

- Shows any course completions (moving up a course) accomplished by a student on

that day, with the most recent course completion displayed first

3.9 Today’s free bookings

- Displays all free bookings, such as assessments
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3.10 Birthdays

- Highlights people who have a birthday that week

- This is also noted at the time of check-in via the widget and via the self check-in

terminal

3.12 Notes

- You can set up notes to be visible at a single or multiple facilities

- They are used to relay information to staff who are using Udio and can be found at

the bottom of the dashboard

- Notes can only be created by people who have been assigned permission to do so -

access by going to Settings → Account → Edit notes
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4. Sessions screen – view details

- Under each session, there is a button to ‘view details’ which provides information

about the session, course and each person booked in

- Once you’ve clicked ‘view details’ you will see the session time in the top right-hand

side along with course information and the ability to click on the previous or next

session

- Alongside the person booked in you will see if this is their first session, if they are

returning or if it's their last session - these will be coloured labels

- You will also see their age (if known), whether they owe money ($), any

achievements, health issues and notes that were added on the ‘people’ page and

notes added for this course

- You can check-in or cancel a lesson, as well as view whether students attended,

cancelled or missed

- If the customer is booked in for a make up, casual lesson or other one-off booking,

you will see a label highlighting so
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5. Non progression, customer contact and notes

It can be hard to remember week to week which parents/caregivers you have made

contact with and who you still need to speak to. To help plan your sessions and student

updates, Udio offers a number of options:

5.1 Sessions screen

After you have located your session, click ‘view details’ followed by the three dots (…) next

to the student’s name. Here, you can:

- Add a note

- Add achievements

- Add course completion

- See their start date in this course and number of times attended

- View number of days since last contacted and tap on the ‘contacted’ button when a

customer has been spoken to which will trigger the update to today

- You can also move booking time and day or remove the booking
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5.2 Customer contact

One of Udio’s focuses is to assist the supervisor with their shift, which is why we added

the customer contact widget to the dashboard. We recommend all supervisors display

this widget in a prominent position on their dashboard.

The customer contact button is on three different screens: dashboard, sessions (above)

and ‘people’ page.

Tap ‘contacted’ when you have either spoken to a customer or assigned an

achievement/course completion to record the date.

If a customer has not been ‘contacted’ within XX days, the customer’s name will appear on

the dashboard widget. The customer with the highest number of days will appear first.

Please give this time to settle down as no one in Udio at the moment will have been

‘contacted’.
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5.3 Non progression

Along with customer contact, you can do a search on customers that haven’t received an

achievement or course completion during a certain period. This will help you identify

students that need assessing.

Go to the ‘people’ section and click on the magnifying icon next to the search bar (also

known as advanced search). Select:

- Course

- Facility

- Bookings weekdays

- Future bookings → have future bookings

- Staff member → not staff

- Last achievement before

- Last course completed before (the dates to enter will be determined by your

business)

Note: if a student has a make up or casual booking in the future, their name will appear

on this list.
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If a customer wishes to know more information, go to the ‘people’ page of the student and

click on ‘view all’ under bookings. You can then filter on dates and number of times

attended.
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5.4 Notes

Supervisors and teachers with permission can add a note about a person on the sessions

screen.

- Locate your session and click ‘view details’

- Find student, click the three dots (…) and ‘add note’ - here you can add free form

text about the person

Please remember that this information is visible to anyone that has access to Udio and

potentially students/parents if you’re using a tablet. Your notes should not be derogatory

and should be easy to understand should another staff member fill in for your shift. These

notes will replicate each week until deleted.
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Sheets

Sheets are accessible via the ‘sessions’ section and are designed to help you plan your

shift by having the most up-to-date information. You can filter what you view based on

what you need to see, such as attendance, achievements, course notes and health issues.

Sheets are interactive so you can tap on the swimmer’s name to navigate directly to their

page.
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Event activity

Now and again, customers will query an activity such as movements, booking a regular

lesson, paid/raised invoices or an email that wasn’t received. To view all activity on an

account:

- Go to the student’s ‘people’ page

- Click on ‘view activity’ under member details

- You can resend an email or view the activity during a period of time or a type of

activity
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